Top Stories of Enterprise America

Dance Contest

Today’s Weather

Mayor’s Announcements

And Much More!

Are you a news enthusiast?

Subscribe today to the most read on-line news in the city.

Web News
304 Greenway Ave.
Enterprise America, NY
13220
### Non-Profit Organization
Helping animals is what we do best, but everything comes with a price. Show us that you care about animals by donating a small amount, or any price to help us achieve our goal of $280.00 to help the animals that we hold dear in our hearts. Whether it is dog toys, snacks or collars, we accept all. “You Can’t Buy Love, but You Can Rescue It!”

### Sports Shop
Come to the Sports Shop Today! Do you like to play basketball? How about Foosball? If so you’ll love the sports shop! We offer both of those. Plus more! We provide great customer service when helping our buyers. This month only we provide raffle tickets and at approximately 12:45 and then we will randomly choose a winner for a basket of goods. Our cheap products and services are always satisfactory and high quality! Come down today!

### Technology Center
“Delivering success with every solution.” If you like pictures then we will take a picture of you with our awesome Polaroid Camera! The cameras are self-serve and $5.00 per picture. Our websites that will be sold to every business will be priced at $15.00 because it takes time to make them. The last thing we offer is personal ads available to all citizens for a small price of $2.00.

### Automotive Shop
At the Automotive Center, you can purchase air fresheners key chains and a driving simulation. The first 20 people to pay for the driving Simulation and the RC car track, you get 2 bonus points on a CFM assignment. Be a boy and come down to Big Papa’s Automotive Center!!

### MACNY/PEB Manufacturing Center
“We make it, you take it.” That is the slogan at the Manufacturing Center. We make all sorts of items, such as pens, and special items. We also sell Tic-Tac-Toe boards. At the Manufacturing Center we make tons of and we hope you will like these items. We hope to see you at the Manufacturing Center.
Chaos in Enterprise America?

Many citizens have expressed their views on the state of our once wonderful town. The streets have become a lawless no man’s land, similar to the outside wastes. Our officers have been assaulted, ignored, and otherwise disrespected in the town square. One citizen, a Mr. O’Donnell attacked unarmed officer Peter McMahon two times today. In the shops, messy workplaces have kept the city’s Environmental Control Officer busy. This one little town in the middle of an irradiated wasteland is all we have, so please... respect our government workers and go home proud to have been part of Enterprise America.

Visit the Nature Shop for fun crafts and other small gifts at low, low prices!

Visit the Sports shop today and play fun games at a very low price. You can also buy other small items like baseball cards and badges.

Visit the Automotive Center and try our amazing driving simulator and buy great items for your car!

Non-Profit Heroes

Support the SPCA! Visit the Non-Profit Organization during your break to support the CNY SPCA. Make donations for a great cause and remember to buy a lollipop!! The Non-Profit organization has been observed using great customer service skills and benefitting the community through the donations they have received.
City Hall
At City Hall, we practice fair government and equal treatment. We will serve and protect Enterprise America by collecting taxes to keep Enterprise America clean and safe. Many eighth graders are very immature and can cause quite the ruckus, so as workers of the City Hall; we pledge the protection of all citizens of Enterprise America from any harmful individuals. Nobody likes being fined for breaking the law, especially if it is for stepping on grass. If you want to protect yourself from these pesky grass fines then make sure to purchase a grass pass for $3.00 at the City Hall.

Broadcast Center
Introducing your #1 source of entertainment, The Broadcast Center! The Broadcast Center provides the latest information and entertainment for the citizens of Enterprise America. Our products that we sell are album cover designs, bracelets, song requests, and an exciting dance contest. Our products are very cheap, so there’s no need to worry about prices! Our album cover designs are $4.00, our bracelets are $2.00 each, our song requests and shout outs are $3.00, and our dance contest is $3.00.

Pathfinder Bank
El Banco (Bank) of Enterprise America is here to supply all businesses with a startup loan with of $300 with 10% interest. Although our loans might seem small, we take them very seriously in order to pay our employees, and we provide you with pay roll and accounting services. So remember: pay off your loans or we’ll break your bones!

Delivery Center
Make the right decision and choose the Delivery Center to ship and handle your goods. We are efficient and will not break your products. We are here to support and satisfy all your needs. Our services are not expensive, but you all have to pay for the startup pack. We aid most of the businesses but we can also help your individual needs. Our service is fast and furious to get your package straight into your arms. All our customers are content with our service. Try it today you will be astonished! Check out our friendship letters that show a new side of you to your best friends. If you’re not surprised by our customer service you get back a percentage of your bill.

Café
What’s popping at the Café? Visit the Café for a snack, like granola bars, popcorn, or trail mix. Enjoy our quench-crushing drinks like lemonade, Kool-Aid and water. It’s a great place to spend with your friends on break. Our low prices and our great products make the café a great place for you to spend your paychecks.
Wellness Center
Got Zen? Visit the Wellness Center, where you’ll be stress-free and laid back! Our business sells a variety of relaxing products, including stress balls and a massage chair session. We also have awareness pins and string or bead bracelets for affordable prices. In addition, the Wellness Center provides health insurance to citizens and businesses. “Children are natural Zen masters; their world is brand new in each and every moment.” Visit the Wellness Center today!

Nature Shop
The nature shop sells many entertaining products for you to buy. Citizens at Enterprise America can express their creativity with the sand art Kits that we have on display. Our shop also sells pet rocks and shell friends, which you can carry around in your pocket. Accessories like hair clips, bracelets and necklaces are sold in the Shop as well. The Nature Shop is “Taking the Lead for Natures Perfection”. Visit our shop to get your own exclusive items today.

National Grid Utility Company
Have you ever had electrical problems? If so, come to BBC and ask for our energy anyone could ask for. As Kanye West once said, “Not your average BBC!” (Oh yeah)

Sign Shop
At the Sign Shop, we provide signs to businesses, but that is not all. Meme Magnets, Door Hangers, and Polaroids are just some of the products we sell to consumers. Make a custom Door Hanger or take a Polaroid with your friends. There are goods for every personality. Have you ever had the urge to stick a meme on your fridge? Well, now you can, and they are not only for your fridge, you can stick them on to anything made of metal, including your locker! Come support the sign shop in your community.
Today, at about 10:15 AM, the bank president, Joshua Pierce, discovered that his desk lamp was not working. We then realized that we are supposed to be getting energy from BBC Utility Company, because we are paying them for electricity. We wondered if we are paying them for it, why we weren’t getting it. Me and my fellow reporter, Coralista Ruge, went to the Utility Company to ask them why the lamp in the bank president’s office was not working. The accountant of BBC, Kacen Chigaridas, said they were not having any problems with the electricity and informed us the lamp may just not be plugged in. We then went back to the bank and asked them if the lamp was plugged in. It turns out that the lamp was indeed not plugged in.

What business has the best customer service and why?

The Non-profit organization is taking donations! Be sure to donate to them because they are giving the money to the CNY SPCA. The donations go to the animals in need.

What does the Non-Profit Organization benefit today?